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Abstract

Slice-multiplexed RF pulses have recently been introduced for simultaneous multi-slice imaging. Their novel aspect is that each slice is
given a different linear phase profile, and hence a different slice-rephasing requirement, by the pulse. During readout, extra slice gradients
are applied such that when one slice is rephased, the others are dephased to prevent aliasing. In this paper, an improved method of
designing slice-multiplexed RF pulses is presented: component pulses which are optimized with simulated annealing for a specific reph-
asing are combined using Shinnar–Le Roux methods. In this way, non-linearities at higher flip angles are taken into account and more
slices can be excited. Bloch simulations show the phase and amplitude profile of component pulses are faithfully preserved in the mul-
tiplexed pulse. Three- and four-slice multiplex pulses are demonstrated in gradient- and spin-echo in-vivo imaging.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In truly simultaneous multi-slice imaging, a single RF
pulse excites multiple slices simultaneously, which then
need to be unaliased into separate slices during reconstruc-
tion. Many methods can be found in the literature. For
example, in the Hadamard phase cycling method, the slices
are binary encoded by the RF pulse [1]. Then, for N slices,
N extra views are acquired and combined to give the sepa-
rated slices. In another method, POMP [2], simultaneously
excited slices are given a view dependent phase modulation,
resulting in slices being shifted to non-overlapping loca-
tions in the phase encoding direction. As with Hadamard
encoding, for N slices of equivalent size, N extra views
are needed. The extra views required in these methods
result in increased scanning time. To avoid this, slices
may be separated in the frequency encoding direction
instead, by shifting the Larmor frequency of each slice by
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more than the imaging bandwidth. This may be accom-
plished by either switching on the slice select gradient dur-
ing readout [3,4], or introducing a stepped field with a B0

insert coil [5–7]. However, these can lead to distortions if
the slice separation is too small [8]. If available, a multicoil
receiver system may also be used to unalias the slices, using
parallel imaging methods [9,10].

An alternative approach is to rapidly excite multiple slic-
es with closely spaced sequential pulses, followed by a sin-
gle readout interval with shared phase encoding, as in
methods such as MUSIC [11], SER [12], and SD-FLASH
[13]. Compared with the methods above, the excitation of
slices in these methods will not be truly simultaneous, as
the pulses are separated by small dephasing gradient lobes.

Recently, we introduced the slice-multiplexed pulse for
simultaneous multi-slice imaging [14]. The single pulse
excites multiple slices simultaneously, but such that each
slice is given a different linear phase profile. During read-
out, slices are unaliased by using extra slice-select gradient
lobes, which rephase and dephase individual slices one at a
time. Thus, the multiplex pulse can be viewed as a fusion of
several sequential pulses into the one pulse. In the process,
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it also removes the need for dephasing gradient lobes in
between pulses. Consequently, our method has improved
simultaneity compared with sequential slice excitation,
but without needing extra views or hardware of truly simul-
taneous slice methods. The method has recently been used
to perform parallel imaging with hyperpolarized 3He [15].

To date, only a two-slice multiplex pulse has been used,
constructed by vector summation of an asymmetrically
truncated sinc-pulse with its modulated time-reversed
equivalent [14,15]. Although vector summation has been
used successfully with large flip angles by others [16], it
assumes a linear approximation for the Bloch equations,
and in theory is not ideal for higher flip angles, or for the
higher RF amplitudes expected as more component pulses
are added for more slices. Another disadvantage of the sim-
ple design is that the range of dephasing was limited to
�0.75 to �0.35 of the slice select lobe. Initial experiments
showed that to reduce crosstalk, there needs to be approx-
imately a difference of P0.35 of a slice select lobe between
slices. Therefore, a method of incorporating either pure
phase pulses, or delayed-focus pulses, which have a positive
refocusing lobe, would extend the dephasing range and
enable more pulses to be combined. It follows that a neces-
sary step for the development of multiplex pulse imaging is
a method of constructing multiplex pulses with three or
more slices that overcomes these limitations.
Fig. 1. Component pulses for 3-slice multiplex pulse. Real (solid),
imaginary (dashed). (a) P1 (b) P2 (c) P3.
2. Methods

2.1. Pulse design

Our approach for the design of slice-multiplexed pulses
combines simulated annealing with the Shinnar–Le Roux
(SLR) formalism. Simulated annealing has been widely
used to design RF pulses with either zero or positive reph-
asing [17–20]. The method can thus be used to tune the
component pulses with the required linear phase profile.
In contrast, although the SLR algorithm can be used to
design pulses with a linear phase profile [21–25], this profile
cannot be controlled precisely [26,27]. However, it can be
used to combine component pulses in a way which takes
into account non-linearities of the Bloch equations.

We illustrate the method with a detailed description of
the design of a 3-slice multiplex pulse. First, we require 3
component pulses with different rephasing requirements.
For the first component pulse, P1, we used a DBURP1
pulse [28], with a rephasing of +0.15 of the slice select lobe.
The other pulses were in-house pulses constructed by sim-
ulated annealing, following almost exactly the method of
Geen and Freeman [17]. The pulses were amplitude-modu-
lated, and characterized by a finite Fourier series:

cB1ðtÞ
2p

¼ 1

T
a0 þ

Xm

n¼1

½an cosðnxtÞ þ bn sinðnxtÞ�
( )

ð1Þ

where x = 2p/T and T is the pulse duration. The maximum
number of attempted uphill climbs was set to
Na = 500(2m + 1), where m is the number of Fourier coef-
ficients in Eq. (1), chosen to be 6 in this work. The maxi-
mum number of successful uphill climbs was set to
Ns = 0.1Na. Either of these limits must be attained before
the temperature was reduced, following an annealing sche-
dule of Ti/Ti�1 = 0.99975. To obtain a dephasing separa-
tion of 0.5 of a slice select lobe between each of the
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components, component pulse P2 was designed with a
rephasing of �0.35, and pulse P3 with a rephasing of
�0.85. The pulses are shown in Fig. 1 and their Fourier
coefficients are shown in Table 1. All component pulses
were constructed from Fourier coefficients with 100 points,
dwell times of 40 ls, giving a total duration of 4 ms, and
were scaled to have a slice width of 1 kHz. The next step
is to combine pulses P1, P2, and P3 into a single, composite
multiband pulse using the SLR algorithm.

In the SLR algorithm, an RF pulse is approximated as a
series of hard pulses, each responsible for a small rotation
of the magnetization vector. Through spinor notation, the
total rotation caused by the pulse can be described by two
z-transform polynomials, called the SLR A and B polyno-
mials [25]. Calculation of the polynomials from the pulse is
known as the forward SLR transform. The reverse proce-
dure is the inverse SLR transform, which generates the
RF pulse from given A and B polynomials, usually con-
structed according to the desired slice profile through the
Parks–McClellan algorithm.

We now describe briefly the method by Cunningham
and Wood for combining RF pulses to excite multibands
[29]. They recognised that while the relation between RF
pulse and excitation profiles, described by the Bloch equa-
tions, is non-linear at large flip angles, the relationship
between component B polynomials and their excitation
profiles is approximately linear. Therefore, component B

polynomial can be modulated and added together to form
a composite B polynomial. This key observation is the
essence of the Cunningham and Wood method of creating
Table 1
Fourier coefficients for component pulses

P1 P2 P3

Rephasing +0.15 �0.35 �0.85
a0 0.25 0.2808 0.2576
a1 1.25 �0.2324 0.3800
a2 �0.98 �0.2025 �0.1921
a3 �0.15 0.0842 �0.1275
a4 �0.03 0.0035 �0.0329
a5 0.04 0.0017 �0.0124
a6 0.00 0.0021 �0.0041
a7 0.00 — —
a8 �0.01 — —
a9 0.00 — —
a10 0.00 — —
a11 0.00 — —
a12 0.01 — —
b1 �0.95 �0.4841 0.4155
b2 �0.34 0.3377 0.2475
b3 0.13 �0.0143 0.0043
b4 0.11 �0.0046 0.0034
b5 �0.01 0.0058 0.0069
b6 �0.01 0.0031 0.0083
b7 �0.01 — —
b8 0.00 — —
b9 0.00 — —
b10 0.01 — —
b11 0.01 — —
b12 0.00 — —
multiband pulses. The composite minimum power A poly-
nomial, A(z), is then derived from the composite B polyno-
mial, B(z), through the equations [25]:

jAðzÞj ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� BðzÞB�ðzÞ

p
ð2Þ

argfAðzÞg ¼ Hflog jAðzÞjg

where H is the Hilbert transform operator. The composite
A and B polynomials are then inverse SLR transformed to
give the desired composite multiband RF pulse. In their pa-
per, Cunningham and Wood also included a correction for
the position-dependent slice-walk phase error. We will not
be including this correction, as slice-walk is not a problem
if only magnitude images are used, as in this work. Howev-
er, slice-walk should be corrected if multiplex pulses were
to be used for phase-sensitive studies, e.g., Hadamard
encoding [1].

Note that one characteristic of the minimum power A

polynomial is that its roots are all inside the unit circle,
and thus a straightforward application of the Cunningham
and Wood method will not work if any of the component A
polynomial is not originally minimum power, as this prop-
erty is lost when generating the A polynomial for the com-
posite B polynomial. Consider Figs. 2a–c which show the
roots of the A polynomial for the component pulses,
obtained by forward SLR transforming pulses P1, P2,
and P3, respectively. We note that two of the roots for
the DBURP1 pulse P1 are outside the unit circle. There-
fore, a delayed-focus pulse like the DBURP1 pulse will lose
its positive rephasing property if combined into a single
multiband pulse with the Cunningham and Wood method.
Fig. 2d shows the combined B polynomial, obtained by
adding the component B polynomials (after modulating
the polynomial corresponding to P1 to shift its response
by �6.25 kHz, the polynomial corresponding to P3 by
+6.25 kHz, and leaving P2’s polynomial unmodulated).
The roots of the minimum power A polynomial from the
combined B polynomial is shown in Fig. 2e. Note that
the two P1 roots which were outside the unit circle are
now inside. The modification we make to the Cunningham
and Wood method is simply to reflect these roots back out-
side the unit circle as shown in Fig. 2f. The justification for
this lies in the observation by Pickup and Ding that invert-
ing the roots of the A or B polynomial does not affect their
overall magnitude [26]. Therefore, if the magnitudes of the
combined A and B polynomials within the selected band of
P1 remain the same as in the component pulse, the roots of
the A polynomial can only be in either their original or
their reflected positions. Therefore, by reflecting the roots
of P1 back to their original positions, we can restore the
phase profile. After the reflections, the resulting A polyno-
mial, taken with the combined B polynomial of Fig. 2d, are
inverse SLR transformed to give the final 3-slice multi-
plexed pulse shown in Fig. 2g.

The public-domain MATPULSE software (version 2.4)
was used to perform a Bloch simulation of the pulse [30].
The simulation of the component pulses are shown in



Fig. 2. (a) Roots of A polynomial for P1; the passband is indicated by asterisks on the unit circle (b) roots of A polynomial for P2 (c) roots of A

polynomial for P3. (d) Coefficients of combined B polynomial, after the component B polynomials have been modulated and summed. Real part (blue)
and imaginary part (red). (e) Roots of composite minimum power A polynomial (f) roots of A polynomial after roots of P1 are flipped back outside the
unit circle (g) 3-slice multiplex pulse. (h) 4-slice multiplex pulse.
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Figs. 3a–c. Figs. 3d–f show the simulation of the multiplex
pulse with the corresponding rephasing. Figs. 3g–i show the
result of subtracting the profiles of Figs. 3a–c from
Figs. 3d–f, indicating that the amplitude and phase response
of the components are preserved faithfully in the multiplex
pulse.

A 4-slice multiplexed pulse was also similarly created
using component pulses with rephasing +0.15, �0.19,



Fig. 3. Bloch simulations with MATPULSE (a) P1: rephasing +0.15 (b) P2: rephasing �0.35 (c) P3: rephasing �0.85 (d) multiplex pulse: rephasing +0.15
(e) multiplex pulse: rephasing �0.35 (f) multiplex pulse: rephasing �0.85 (g) d � a (h) e � b (i) f � c.

Fig. 4. Schematic gradient-echo pulse sequence for 3-slice multiplex pulse.
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�0.5, and �0.85 of the slice-select lobe. They were modu-
lated to excite slices at frequencies of ±2.5 and ±5 kHz.
The pulse is shown in Fig. 2h.

2.2. Gradient-echo

To reduce aliasing, the 3- and 4-slice pulses were first
interpolated to 400 time points, with a dwell time of
10 ls. The pulses were then implemented in a gradient-echo
sequence, with one echo per slice. A schematic of the 3-slice
sequence is shown in Fig. 4. Imaging was performed on an
1.5 T scanner (Eclipse; Philips Medical Systems, Cleveland,
OH, USA) with a maximum gradient strength of 27 mT/m
and a rise time to maximum of 350 ls. Axial brain images
were acquired from normal volunteers, with flip
angle = 90�, TR = 200 ms, matrix size = 256 · 256, slice
thickness = 2 mm, number of averages (NSA) = 1.
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The TEs from the center of the RF pulse were 5.3, 7.6, and
9.9 ms for the first three echoes, and 12.2 ms for the fourth.

2.3. Spin-echo

The 3-slice pulse was used as the excitation pulse in a
spin-echo sequence on the same scanner. The sequence is
similar to the GRASE sequence [31], with the difference
that in our sequence, during each spin-echo, each gradi-
ent echo collects the same k-space line from a different
slice, rather than different k-space lines from the same
slice. A schematic of the sequence is shown in Fig. 5.
Only the first two spin-echoes are shown; in fact, four
spin-echoes were collected per view. The second gradi-
ent-echoes coincided with the spin-echoes which were
refocused at TE = 45, 121, 197, and 273 ms. The first
and third gradient-echoes were acquired at 3.1 ms either
side of the second gradient-echo. The design for crusher
Fig. 5. Schematic spin-echo sequence for 3-slice multiplex pulse. Note that on

Fig. 6. Gradient-echo images from 3-slice multi
gradients around the non-slice selective refocusing pulse
was taken from Ref. [32]. Axial brain images were
acquired from a normal volunteer, with flip angle = 90�,
TR = 2500 ms, matrix size = 256 · 128, slice thick-
ness = 4 mm, and NSA = 3.

3. Results

3.1. Gradient echo

Figs. 6a–c show images obtained from the 3-slice
gradient-echo sequence. Images from the 4-slice gradi-
ent-echo sequence are shown in Figs. 7a–d. The slices
from both sequences show different SNR. This arises
not just because of different echo times, but because
the slices were designed with different ripple amplitudes
and is a disadvantage of our present method. The first
slice in Figs. 6 and 7, corresponding to the DBURP1
ly the first two (out of four actually implemented) spin-echoes are shown.

plex pulse. (a) Echo 1 (b) echo 2 (c) echo 3.



Fig. 7. Gradient-echo images from 4-slice multiplex pulse. (a) Echo 1 (b) echo 2 (c) echo 3 (d) echo 4.
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component, has the lowest SNR in spite of having the
shortest TE, reflecting its relatively large in-slice ripple.

3.2. Spin echo

Fig. 8 shows the images obtained from the spin-echo
sequence. The images show increasing T2 weighting, as
expected. Although the slice thickness is 4 mm, there are
no visible crosstalk artifacts due to susceptibility gradients,
indicating effective spin-echo refocusing. Also, the differ-
ences in SNR between slices are not nearly as marked as
those in the gradient echo images.

4. Discussion

The results show that by combining simulated annealing
with SLR methods, multiplex pulses have been obtained
that can be used at higher flip angles, with more slices
and with greater dephasing between slices than previously
demonstrated [14].

In our experience, we find that for our 4 ms, 1 kHz
width pulse, only pulses with a rephasing between
�0.85 and +0.2 gave acceptable SNR. Furthermore, in
practice, the minimum dephasing required to prevent sig-
nificant crosstalk between slices was approximately 0.35
of a slice-select lobe, corresponding to a phase twist of
8.8 radians across the slice. This would put a maximum
limit of about 4 slices in a 4 ms, 1 kHz width multiplex
pulse.

It is not possible to control the magnitude of the lin-
ear phase ramp with the SLR algorithm. Therefore, we
used simulated annealing to design component pulses
because this method can, with sufficiently slow annealing,
find the global minimum pulse for given a cost function.
Unfortunately, we lose direct control over other parame-
ters such as the amplitude ripple in the slice profile. As a
result, the slices have different SNR, because the in-slice
ripple reflects the amount of dephasing within the slice.
In a perfect system, if there were no other sources of
dephasing, the SNR would be the same in both gradient
and spin echoes. However, because of imperfect gradient
refocusing, or the presence of field inhomogeneities, the
dephasing has a bigger impact on the gradient echoes.
This is consistent with further experiments (data not
shown) which show that SNR in the slices with large rip-
ples approach the SNR of slices with small ripples as the
slice thickness is reduced. It would also explain why
spin-echoes were not affected to the same extent, with
very similar SNR between slices (see Fig. 8). In future,
we will examine ways to overcome variable SNR, for



Fig. 8. Spin-echo images from 3-slice multiplex pulse. The images have been re-arranged so that rows correspond to echo number, and columns
correspond to slice number.
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instance, by modifying the cost function of Geen and
Freeman to include ripple amplitudes, or using other
pulse design methods such as the inverse scattering trans-
form (IST) which give direct control over slice amplitude
and phase [33–36].

Armed with this method of constructing a multiplexed
pulse which faithfully retains the phase profile of the
component pulses, we will be examining other applica-
tions for it. One possible application is faster multi-slice
imaging. For example, in a gradient-echo sequence, to
image four slices, the multiplexed sequence will be faster
than a conventional sequence if its total time for one
view of (1 multiplex pulse + 1 phase encode + 4 read-
outs) is less than (4 conventional pulses + 4 phase
encodes + 4 readouts). Another advantage of the multi-
plex pulse is, as with the GRASE sequence, the utilisa-
tion of time in between refocusing pulses in multiple
spin-echo imaging. In the GRASE sequence, this time
is used to acquire more k-space lines for one slice. The
multiplex pulse allows this time to be used for acquiring
more slices. For example, the sequences presented above
could be modified to allow multi-slice T2 and T2* relax-
ometry, Dixon fat-water imaging, or faster dual proton-
density/T2 weighted spin-echo sequence, currently the
workhorse of brain imaging.

5. Conclusion

A new method has been described for the design of
multiband slice-multiplexed pulses. Component pulses
with the required linear phase profile are designed using
simulated annealing. These pulses are forward SLR
transformed to obtain their A and B polynomials. Any
A polynomial roots that are outside the unit circle are
noted. The component B polynomial is then modulated
and summed, and the combined B polynomial used to
generate a combined A polynomial, as described by
Cunningham and Wood. However, because this results
in a combined minimum power A polynomial, any roots
that were originally outside the unit circle are reflected
back outside before the inverse SLR transform to gener-
ate the multiplex pulse. The resulting pulses have been
shown to retain the amplitude and phase responses of their
components. Future work will be directed at improving the
variability of SNR between slices and in applications of the
multiplex pulse for faster multi-slice imaging.
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